The cellular Potts model (CPM) is a cellular automaton (CA) for modelling morphogenesis. It characterizes a cell by a volume, a surface and a type. We have extended this model to add the notion of energetic exchange between cells via the secretion and consumption of molecules. These molecules are transformed into energy, allowing the cells to maintain themselves and to divide. To test our adaptation of the CPM we improve the realism of known simulations dealing with embryogenesis. Thanks to the CPM the shape of the cell is more complex than a simple pixel. Our simulation shows multilayer proliferation, similar to the bilayer proliferation described in the literature. In addition it reveals dynamic tissue regeneration, morphogenesis of disjunctive tissues and the dynamic stability of global shape.
INTRODUCTION
The cellular Potts model (CPM) is a cellular automaton (CA) devised by Graner and Glazier (1992) to model phenomena occurring in morphogenesis (Cickovski et al., 2005; Marée, 2000) . The CPM is an extension of the model developed by Potts in 1952, generalizing the Ising model as described by Wu (1982) . The dynamics is based on energy minimization. The CPM consists of a grid where on a set of cells lls each site of the grid. The cells are in local interaction on this grid (via contact energies and via restricted access to grid sites).
The CPM has already been improved to better model morphogenesis (Anderson et al., 2007) . We add to the basic CPM (Glazier and Graner, 1993 ) the following cell behaviours: secretion and consumption of molecules, migration on a gradient of molecules, cell division, cell differentiation and cell death. These behaviours are also covered in, for example, Compucell3D (Cickovski et al., 2007) . However, the consumption of molecules and their transformation into energy (necessary for the maintenance of the cell and cell division) are not present in the CPM, nor in Anderson et al. (2007) . This notion is studied in the dynamic energy budget (DEB) theory (Kooijman, 2000) . DEB theory tries to unify the commonalities between organisms according to energy and nutrients. We propose a software that provides a way to simulate different kinds of morphogenesis models. In this paper we simulate Darwinian theory at a cellular level (Kupiec, 1997) and compare our results to existing simulations (Laforge et al., 2005) . We show similarities but also novelties such as tissue regeneration and other dynamic patterns.
This paper is organized as follows. A description of CPM appears in §2 and our adaptation is described in §3.
We simulate a model of embryogenesis at cellular level and we observe dynamic patterns in §4. Finally, we reflect on perspectives in §5.
CELLULAR POTTS MODEL
In this section we recall the formalism of CPM as explained in Graner and Glazier (1992) , Glazier and Graner (1993) . Firstly, we give the notation necessary for the comprehension of this paper. Then we describe the key notions of this formalism (see Fig. 1 ); i.e., the state of the system and the transition function. We also describe the transition probability, the energy function and the neighbourhood function.
Notation. A grid is denoted by Sx and a site of this grid is noted by (i, j) . The value of a site (i, j) is noted by sx i,j . A cell is noted by t C σ with σ ∈ [1, N] where N is the number of cells and t the type of cell. The number 0 is reserved for the medium. A cell t C σ has a target volume (or surface) Vσ t (or Sσ t ) and current volume Vσ (or Sσ). The target volumes and target surfaces of the cell are the volumes and surfaces towards which the cell tends. The contact energies are recorded in a matrix T such that T σ,σ′ (or T t,t′ of D dimensions (here D = 2). Each site (i, j) is filled by a particle of cell t C σ ; i.e., the value sx i,j of site (i, j) in the state Sx is equal to σ. So a cell t C σ is equal to {(i, j) ∈ Sx|sx i,j = σ} the set of sites whose value is σ. The system state is a grid Sx where each sx i,j is equal to an integer σ ∈ [0, N].
Transition function. Let F tr (Sa, k, t, p) = Sb the transition function of CPM between the state Sa and Sb according to k, T and p (respectively Boltzmann's constant, the temperature and a random probability). Let Sc be the state Sa where the value of a site has been replaced by the value of a neighbouring site. If the transition probability P tr between the states Sa and Sc is accepted then Sb = Sc, otherwise Sb = Sa.
where rand(U) returns a random element of the set of E, neighbour(i, j) is the set of neighbouring sites of (i, j) and P tr the transition probability.
We can observe that only one site of the grid can change and since several sites can be candidates to change, the dynamics is asynchronous and nondeterministic. Transition probability. We use a Monte Carlo probability following a temperature T. Let P tr (Sa, Sb, k, T) = p, the probability of transition between the states Sa and Sb according to k and T.
is the energy function. This probability promotes the transitions which lead to a lower energy state.
Energy function. Let E(S) = e, the energy function of state S. This function characterizes the state of the system. In the CPM, a basic function depends on the volume and surface of each cell and on the contact energies between two cells. E(S) can be defined as:
( , ) neighbours( , )
where T x,x′ is a matrix of the contact energy between types t and t′ respectively of ( ) = ( ) , and
Neighbourhood function. This function depends on the application. Here, the neighbours of a site (i, j) are the sites (i + 1, j), (i, j + 1); (i -1, j), (i, j -1) (if they are in the grid).
MORPHOPOTTS
In this section, we show the evolution of CPM by adding to cells (defined in §2) the following behaviours: secretion and consumption of molecules; transformation of molecules into energy; migration on a gradient of molecules; cell division; and cell differentiation. We call this cell MorphoPotts. A description of MorphoPotts can be found in Tripodi et al. (2010) . Here we recall the definition in more detail.
This agent is very close to MorphoBlock (Ballet et al., 2009) concerning the secretion of molecules and migration on a gradient of molecules. But the core of MorphoBlock is a pixel, whereas the core of MorphoPotts is a cell defined in the CPM.
We first describe MorphoPotts ( §3.1) and then present a step of simulation of couple CPMMorphoPotts ( §3.2).
Description of MorphoPotts
A MorphoPotts t C σ keeps the properties of the cell t C σ defined in §2 but also has an internal energy E, which is different from the energy defined in the CPM. This energy results from the consumption of molecules. MorphoPotts has the abilities to perceive and modify the environment beyond the neighbourhood boundaries defined in §2. Hence, a MorphoPotts can: C C has a volume V 1 = 7 (resp. V 2 = 11, V 3 = 4) and a surface S1 = 12 (resp. S2 = 13, S3 = 8). In the state Sb the cell 1
C C has a volume V 1 = 7 (resp. V 2 = 10, V 3 = 5) and a surface S1 = 12 (resp. S2 = 11, S3 = 10). The cell for the medium has no volume and surface constraints. The matrix (symmetric) of contact energy (given) is defined as: • Secrete molecules. is the number of molecules Y on the site (i, j). We assume that secretion creates a gradient because the diffusion of molecules is faster than cell migration and the secretion is continuous. For the same reasons we assume that the consumption of molecules creates a well (i.e., the inverse of secretion).
The MorphoPotts energy can be a criterion for MorphoPotts division and MorphoPotts death. Hence, a MorphoPotts can:
• Transform the consumed molecules into energy. In this paper, for each consumed molecule the energy is incremented by 1.
• Differentiate. A MorphoPotts t C σ has a set t diff = {diff(arg, Y)}. diff(arg, Y) is a relation that associates a probability arg to a cell type Y. The probability that ′ is equal to e′ such that (t′, e′) ∈ En and the energy of the MorphoPotts t C σ is equal to E (the internal energy of the MorphoPotts) minus e′, the energy given to the new MorphoPotts, minus cost, the cost of the MorphoPotts division.
• Self-maintain. A MorphoPotts t C σ has a set t main = {main(arg, t)}. The method main(arg, t) decrements the energy by arg of the MorphoPotts, representing the costs of maintenance.
• Die, if its internal energy is equal to 0. The death means that the MorphoPotts loses all its abilities and does not generate energy in the CPM.
An example of the interaction graph of MorphoPotts is shown in Fig. 2 . Figure, the MorphoPotts of type 1 secretes a gradient of molecules M 1 whose number of secreted molecules at the centre is 40. If the energy of MorphoPotts type 1 is lower than 1000, this MorphoPotts consumes the molecules M 1 (i.e., the inverse effect of the secretion); consumption at the centre is equal to 40 at maximum. This MorphoPotts type can also divide if its current volume is higher than 80% of the target volume. After division the energy of this MorphoPotts and the energy of the new MorphoPotts (either of type 2 or type 3) is equal to the current energy divided by 2. The maintenance of these MorphoPotts decrements the energy by 40. Finally, a MorphoPotts can differentiate into MorphoPotts of type 2 with a probability of 0.5 and into type 3 with the same probability.
Simulation step
This part presents simulation steps combining the CPM and the MorphoPotts. The steps of the simulation are as follows:
1. Let i equal 0 and let n be equal to the membrane size of all MorphoPotts.
2. While i is lower than n: (a) One transition function of the CPM is applied. (b) If the criterion of division of the chosen MorphoPotts during the transition is verified, they divide.
(c) i is incremented by 1 3. All MorphoPotts execute their method of selfmaintenance.
4. All MorphoPotts execute their method of secretion. 5. All MorphoPotts (random in order to eliminate artefacts) execute their method of consumption.
6. If the internal energy of a cell is lower than 0, it dies. The simulation steps can, for each cell, modify each membrane site before calling methods of self-maintenance, secretion, consumption and death. This allows every MorphoPotts to be synchronized and therefore enables some artefacts due to the asynchronicity of the CPM to be eliminated. In reality the cells move at the same time and not one after another.
SIMULATION: MULTILAYER CELL PROLIFERATION
In this section we present a model that simulates Darwinian theory at cellular level (Kupiec, 1997) . This theory is based on the fact that stochastic cell differentiation and natural selection can lead to Figure 3 . Interaction graph. Each MorphoPotts (except type 1) secretes a gradient of molecules whose number of secreted molecules at the centre is 1600. If the energy of these MorphoPotts is lower than 2000 the MorphoPotts consumes the molecules. These MorphoPotts can also divide if their current volume is higher than 80% of the target volume and their energy is higher than 2000. After the division, the energy of new MorphoPotts and old MorphoPotts are equal to 40% of the old MorphoPotts energy (20% is used for the division). Thanks to their migration properties, MorphoPotts of the same type cluster to form a tissue.
embryogenesis. This is possible because two cells are interdependent (Kupiec, 1997) .
In Laforge et al.'s simulations (2005) , a cell (where the shape is represented by one pixel) secretes and consumes molecules in a grid of dimension 50 × 50. The cells can differentiate with a probability that depends on local molecular concentrations. The cells can divide if the quantity of consumed molecules is sufficient. The first type secretes a molecule consumed by the second type. This interproliferation according to different parameters leads to finite growth or invasive cancer-like growth.
Our simulation uses these notions (see Fig. 3 ) by modelling:
• Stochastic cell differentiation by MorphoPotts of type 1, which divide and can differentiate (with a probability of 0.5) into 4 different cell types with the same probabilities. This MorphoPotts neither secretes nor consumes energy. However it is initialized with enough energy to divide, to provide energy to new cells, and to impose on the environment a stochastic cell differentiation.
• Natural selection by the notion of food. If a MorphoPotts finds molecules, it can proliferate and divide, otherwise it dies. Using this simple description, some patterns emerge from our simulations.
In our simulation, 2 the MorphoPotts of type 1 is coloured red, the MorphoPotts of type 2 is coloured green, the MorphoPotts of type 3 is coloured blue, the MorphoPotts of type 4 is coloured yellow and they interact in a grid of size 1000 × 1000.
The results of the simulation are shown in Fig. 4 . We can see 3 steps in this morphogenesis. The first step (see Figs 4(a), (b) and (c)) is cell differentiation and natural selection: the MorphoPotts of type 1 divides and randomly differentiates into 4 types. This leads to the formation of tissues (Fig. 4(c) ). The second step is the sorting (see Figs 4(c) and (d)): the tissue is sorted by the simple facts of death (cells do not find "food") and division (the cells find "food"). After tissue sorting we observe (Figs 4(d) , (e) and (f)) the formation of a bilayer between the MorphoPotts of type 3 and type 4, as described previously (Laforge et al., 2005) .
We also observe the formation of a multilayer by virtue of MorphoPotts of type 1 (or 4) proliferating alongside formed tissue of MorphoPotts of type 2 (or 1) because the MorphoPotts of type 2 (or 1) provide the "food" to MorphoPotts of type 1 (or 4). This simulation shows the potential of MorphoPotts programming.
We distinguish two tissue behaviours: 1. The case where the zone of cell division is on one border and cell death on the opposite border. In this configuration we observe bilayer proliferation.
2. The case where the zone of cell division is on two borders and cell death occurs at the centre. In this configuration we observe that proliferation induces a disjunction of the tissue.
We also notice that the width of the tissue is constant whereas regeneration of the tissue does not stop. The cells migrate from the area of cell division to the area of cell death.
SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES
In this paper, we have improved the realism of CPM by adding food exchange between cells. This virtual cell is called MorphoPotts.
We have tested the MorphoPotts by reproducing a known simulation. We have shown similar results, especially that morphogenesis can be influenced by food exchange. We notice that the known emerging behaviours are well reproduced: the organism stability (bilayer) and the robustness of developmental patterns. In addition the MorphoPotts gives a dynamic tissue renewal and more complex geometrical patterns.
This suggests that a lot of patterns can emerge from our MorphoPotts modelling. Let us notice that the MorphoPotts preserves the stochastic principle of the CPM. The emerging multilayer patterns we observe are reproducible even if there are local stochastic dynamics. Target volume  Target surface  Energy of contact   Cell type  T0  T1  T2  T3  T4  T5   T0  49  28  0  0  10  10 Table 1 . Parameters of the CPM. These parameters are used with kT = 2 (see §2). The energies of volumes and surfaces impose a tendency upon the cells to form a square of width 7. The energies of contact are such that for two cells of the same type the energy is more favourable that that for two cells of different types.
